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1. T11E EARLY 11TS1,VORY
1.1 The Discovery of the Pirnt Extrasolar X-ray
Source
In the fall of 1959 a decision was made at American
Science and Engineering, Inc. (ASE) - a young
Cambridge company - to start a major effort aiming
at the discovery of X-rays from celestial sources
other than the Sun. At that time, I was acting as
a consultant for ASE, as were, among others,George
Clark and Starr Olbort. Riccardo Ciacconi, whp had
recently joined the company; took charge of the
program.
Despite: the obvious potential interest of a search
for extrasolar X-ray sources, extrasolar X-ray
astronomy had been essentially ignored in the early
planning of the national space program. Only one
group, that of 1lerhairt Friedman at that Naval Re-
search Laboratory MRI.), had made some attempts
at detecting X-rays from sources outside tho solar
system. The results had been negative or unbigu-
ous. (Friedman informed me later that the 14RL
group was engaged in a development program of X-ray
detectors to be used in an exploratory work in
extrasolar X-ray astronomy.)
r
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The ruaucin for the low priority given to extra-
solar X-ray asstrouomy was, of course, that all
autronomica) information availahlu at oat time
lrid to the conclunion that any coneeivalAu X-rcty
source locatud outside the solar, nyuLam wtr.; ox-
trewvly un,likoly to produce a ai.gnr,► 1 strung ei,ouglt
to be datactad, except by instruments fnr beyond
00 r.tfrto of the art.
These predictions did not deter us,
 from our effort:.;
Instead we decided to follow two lines of attack.
The first was the development of an instrument
rtIany orders of magnitudu mhxe tonzitivo than c•xist-i ng. X-ray detectors, sayable of detecting ` the very
weal: X-ray O uxen expected to originate: f', •ors extra-
solar X-ray sourcua. To actually pxoduce gosh an
instrument wan a very difficult 'task. It was not
enough to improve existing torhnologias; wl ►tst was
needed was an entirely new approach. The break-
through came with Giacconi's suggestion to concen-
trate on a su ►all area detector X-rays from a point
source that are i.ncido-nt• uiwu a large collecting
area, by making use of total external reflection
of X-rays ur ►dar gra ying incidence. The end pro-
duct was the X-ray telescope, an image-forming
device having a very fine angular resolution and
a very high sensitivity.	 •
.It was clear from the beginning that the devalop-
.ment of such a novel instrument as the X-ray tele-
scope would require many years. In tact, the
first X-ray telescope suitable for extrasolar X-ray
astronomy was launchod only in 1974 aboard the
f1EAO-2 satellite (the ' instein Observatory); al-
though small(;ir versions had been used previously,
in observations of the sun in X-rays.
The second line of attack had a more modest aim;
namely to improve the thin -window gas counters
used for solar X-ray astronomy, so as to enhance
as ;such as possible their sensitivity. 	 .
we knew, of course, that these detectors would not
even approach the sensitivity needed to observe
the predicted fluxes, from extrasolar sources. On
the other hand,.wo felt, that, by looking at the
sky with X-ray detectors substantially more sen-
sitive than those used previously, we were enter-
ing an entirely unexpXored territory, where things
unpredictable ruigt ►t be encountered. Which is
exactly what happened.
Work on the improvement of thin-window X-ray
counters, extending over a period of about two'
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years and carried out to it groat extent by Frank+
Paolini, is sciontiot in Giocconi's group, produced
X-ray detectors DbOUI. 100 timan mole sensitive than
thesis used previously in solar X-ray astronomy.
The first cuccensful flight with such instruments
took place on dune+ 10, 1962. This historic flight;
dotectod an extraordinavily strong X-rny source
located outside the solar syntem. The same flight
also produvod ovidunce of a diffuric X-ray bhuk-
grouncl (heir . 1). (vor the history, the "official"
purpose of this rocket flight was an attempt to
detect fluoroscent X-rays from the moon.)
Some early skepticism about our discovery was soon
dispelled by further observations of the ASE grouts
(Ref, 2) and of the 14M, group (Rof. 3). Moreover,
tbo NRL observations, carried out •, with a collimated
detector, succeeded in locating the X -ray source
more precisely than the ASL experiment had done,
Placing it in the cons tollhtiOil of Scorpio. Hance
the name of Sco X-1 by which this source becamo
known. Thu samo obocrvations also produced evi-
dance for a second source in the constellation of
Taurus, in the general direction of the Crab
Nebula.
It was clear, of course, that sounding rockets had
serious limitations no platforms for astronomical
observations, the most serious being the short use-
ful observation timo (a few minutes). Consequently,
soon after the discovery of the first extracolar
X-ray sources, a proposal for an X-ray satellite
was presented to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) by Giacconi and his team. It
took many years hofore this project materialized.
In the meantima, however, substantial progress was
achieved despite the limited facilities available
to X-ray astronomers.
a "	 .r
1.2 Progress in the Pre-Satellite Period
(1962-1970)
Let me begin with the technical developments.
a) The early free-spinning rackets were gradually
replaced by pointing rockets, i.e., by rockets
whose detectors could be pointed in a specified
direction, or made to sweep slowly across a speci-
fied band of the sky.
b) In 1964 George Clark introduced the use of
high-flying balloons. Using scintillation counters
as well as gas counters, high-flying balloons
.gathered important data concerning celestial C-rays
.with sufficiently high energy to traverse the upper-
most layers of the atmosphere.
c) In 1965, Minoru Oda, then a guest of MIT,
invented a novel kind of collimator, the so-called
modulation collimator, which became an essential
component of many future rocket (and satellite)
instrumentations (Ref. 4). Without entering into
details of its operation, I shall just mention
that the modulation collimator combines two most
desirable features, that are mutually exclusive ink
the conventional collimators, i.e., a wide field
of view and a fine angular resolution.
d) Great progress was made in the development of
ythe grazing incidence telescope during the 1960s.
sThis telescope, Aboard rockets and as one of instru-
ments of Skylab, yielded a large nustrber of impres -I
Isive and highly informative X-ray images of the
Sun.
Turning next to t))a bnorvational rosults, I would
like to me3ntion, in the first place, that by 1970,
i.e. ,by the end of the pro-satellite period, about
X40 discrete X-ray sources had been discovered.
,Th(Ar co'lostial distribution :►hawed a strong con-.
centration along the galactic equator, a clear
'indication that most of them woro galactic objects.
, As soon as the exi,stanco of extracolar X-ray
saourcon became established, uffortn were dirocted
toward discovering their optical and/or radio
counterparts. The first. identification - a mile-
stone it) tine history of X-ray astronomy - was
;achieved by the NRL group in 1964 (Rof:, 5). I
already mentioned that provious obsorvaW,ons by
the same group had detected an X-ray source in thc,
general direction of the Crab Nebula, the remna,st
of tho supernova observed the year 1054, A lunar
occultation of this nebula, which took place oil
July 7, 1964, provided the opportunity to doter--
mine whether this source was, In fact, coincident
With the Cl'ab. The Nkl, group succUc(led In launch-
Ing a rocket equipped with X-ray detectors at the
beginning of the occultation. They found that the
X-ray flux dropped gradually to zero as thu vis-
ible nebula was being occulted, which proved con-
clusively riot only that the Crab Nebula was indaed
the sources of the observed 'X- gays, but also that
this particular source was appreciably extended,
with a dimmn ter of several arc minutes.
The discovery of an X-ray emission by the Crab
Nebula was followed by the identifications of a
few additional X-rayrsources with supernova rema-
nants. Some of the identifications were fairly
certain, others were tentative. The character-
istic feature of these sources was their finite
angular dimensions, ranging from a few minutes of
arc for the younger remnants to a few degrees for
the older remnants. The groat majority of the
X-ray sources, however, did not coincide with
supernova remnants. They appeared as point-like
"stars" and for this reason they became known as
"X-ray stars."
The optical identification of X-ray stars proved
to be more difficult than the detection of X-ray
sources in supernova remnants. The first and only
firm identification of an X-ray star achieved in
the pre-satellite era was that of Sco X-1, in
1 1966 (although, shortly thereafter, another pos-
sible identification, that of Cyg X-2, was pro-
posed). The identification of Sco X-1, still
another lanalssark in the history of X-ray astron-
omy, was the result of the collective efforts
by two X-ray teams (at ASE and at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)] and
of two teams of optical astronomers (at the
observatory of Tokyo and at the Palomar Observa-
tory (Refs; 6,7). The optical counterpart of
Sco X-1 was found to be a 13th magnitude star
(see Figure 1), with very peculiar properties.
its optical emission exhibits a most unusual
flickering activity. The spectrum has a large
blue and ultraviolet excess. Both the optical
and the X-ray emissiors are highly variable. At
all times the X-ray luminosity is about 1000
,times greater than the optical luminosity.
t
:An important property of X-ray stars was estab-
jlished during the early years of X-ray astronomy.
Most, perhaps all of them, undergo strong tem-
poral variations, with time scaler; ranging from
minutes to years. The first evidence of long
-term variation was found by the NRL group in he
k"p
t`X-ray cater Cyg X-1. Tho first striking exempla of
short-Witio varintionts wan, an X-ray flttra of &co x-1
observed in 1067 (urine a balloon flight, by Walter
Law#n find his 416RO011ton at MIT (!toff, A).
hxtrome cauos of vitrialaility were tieo trfunniontra,
Con X-2 and Ccn X-4, obnerved in 1907 and 19169by
an Auutrttlian group (Ref. 9) attd by it group at the
Loi9 Alamon Scientrific Lnboratoriofa (Rnf, 10) re-
upovtivt,ly, Theso sources flared up tit pinces
where pivviouta nutvoyr; lead failed to detect any
X-ray t,uurcot rot ootatcy time they outs+hone must
other vour eok, and thrrl gradually fa det9, becoming
again unobsor m,mWe after sovural munth:;,
Finally, I wish to recall that already rat the early
years of X-ray astronomy tavi41011ce was obtai ►tcd for
powerful X-ray and scion by srnua extrngolactic
objectu. In 1906 the NRJ, group report- ,1 the ohsrr.-
votion of tan X-ray source in the Virgo cluster,
tentatively annumcd to be coinaident wi^.tt the radio
galnxy M-87 (Ref. 13.). In 1:970 the name group
found evidoncta of X-ray cnds.,Aon by th« radio gal-
axy Con A (Roo. 12) 1 in 1,969 and 1971 respecti.valy
the X-toy group at tho Lawronce Radiation I,nbora-
Cory dotocted X-ray emission from the Large and
the Small Mngellanic Cloutin (Rofo. 13,14) .
.)9	 A	 m t..z.	 f'n..9 c..t __.. s c#!: ♦. 
Nebula by David Staalin and Edward Ruifenastrin of
MITI pra7uumably the collapsed residue of the super-
nova explosion (Rof. 16).
Like only another pulsnr (the Val:a pulsar), the
Crab pulsar has a spectrum extending up to the
gamma-ray region, (X-rays from the Crab pulsar
were observod first by G. Fritz and hint cownrkora
at NJU, (Vat. 17), and shortly thoroartor by tittle
Bradt and hill coworkers tit Mil l (Rai:. 10)). Pulsar;,
are believed to bo rotating magnetized neutron
starts. There in little doubt that the Crab pulsar
In responnible for the acceleration ppocention
needed to sustain the population of high energy
electrons in the nebula. No satinfnctory theory
of thane processes has yet been developtdi but
the identification of the election accelerator
with the pulsar appears to be supported by the
following energy argutnont. The Crab pulct ► r was
found to bo slowing down gradually, the pulsation
period inczwnraing by one part in 2400 per year.
The corrcoponding loon of rotational kinetic onerg
turns out to be clone to the total radiation energy
emitted by the, Crab. This coincidbnco strongly
suggest y that the radiation energy of the Crab is
Indeed derived train the rotational energy of
the pulsar.
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In parallel with the progrozo of observational
X-ray astronomy, active interpretative work was in
prcgrost:.
ouly in the case of the Crab Nebula a clear under-
standing of the X-ray emission mechanism was
achieved.
As In well. known, the optical and radio emissionn
of thin object are duo to a synchrotron process.
Since the X-ray spectrum appeared to be the more or
less to?tural continuation of the optical spectrum,
it was hiatural to assume that the X-ray emission
was due to the samo processt and this, in fact,
became the provailing view, although the roosibil-
ity of other emission processes were suggested.
Anticipating it result obtained severall, years later,
I wish to mention that the synchrotron mechanism
was definitely confirmed in 197G by Novick's group
;at Columbia University (Ref. 15); by means of an
X-ray polarimoter mounted on the OSO-4 satellite,
this group showed that the X-rays from the Crab
Nebula are polarized; polnr,tzation, of course, is
a characteristic feature of the synchrotron radia-
tion.
There remained the problem of the origin of the
high energy electrons responsible for the synchro-
tron process. Let me remind you that the lifetime
of relativistic electrons in a magnetic field is
inversely proportional to their energy. Electrons
of the energy needed to produce +rani,ble light via
the synchrotron process, in for 'magnetic fields
likely to exist in the Crab Nebula, have a life-
time comparable with the age of the nebula itself.
Therefore, before the discovery of the X-ray
emission, one could assume that the electrons were
somehow generated in the initial explosion. But
the electrons needed to produce X-rays had much
higher energies, and correspondingly shorter life-
times. xt was thus necessary to assume that an
electron accelerator was even now at work in the
Crab Nebula. Thep roblem was to identify this
'accelerator.
iThe answer came in the late 60's, with the dis
ycovery of a 33 milliseconds pulsar within the Crab
Not much prQ9ross was made, in the pre-satellite
era, in the interpretation of the X-ray emission
by supernova remnants other than the Crab Nela+ala.
The observational data were scarce Land of limited
accuracy. They did show, however, that the X-ray
spectra are generally softer than that of the
Grab, suggesting a thermal radiation rather than
a synchrotron radiation.
Turning next to Sco X-1 and the other X-ray stars,
as late as 1970 their structure and emission
mechanism were still obscure. Crude spectral.
measurements appeared to indicate that the bulk of
the X-ray emission (in the range from -1 to -10
keV) was thermal bremostrahlung by plasma clouds
with temperatures of several tens million degrees.
However., in the case of Sao X-1, for example, the
presence of a high-energy tail and of optical
emission lines were evidence of a complex
structure.
Several hypotheses were proposed to explain the
peculiar properties of X-ray stars; one of the
basic problems being the vary large energy supply
needed to power the X-ray emission. One of the
suggested models was the so-called accretion model
according to which X-ray stars were close binary
systems, each consisting of a condensed object
(a white dwarf, a neutron star, a black hole) and
of an "ordinary" star. batter would accrete from
the "ordinary" star to the condensed component,
releasing a large amount of gravitational energy
which, in some way or another, was changed into
thermal energy (see, e.g. Ref. 19). While this
model had many atrractive features, it lacked.any
observational support, because no evidence had
been found for a binary nature of X-ray stars.
Moreover, there were serious doubts that a binary
system could survive the supernova explosion of
one of its components, which was deemed necessary
for the generation of a collapsed abject.
2. IME X— RAY SATELLITES
The launching, on Dec. 7, 1970, of SAS-1, the first
,in the NASA series of Small Astronomical Satellites
and the first satellite devoted to X-ray astronomy,
N0
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was it turning point in the 1listory of this field
of science. N.imed Uhuru, it had been conceived by
Giocconi, who had supervised the construction (at
A`W of its acjol ►t.ific payload (see figure 2).	 1
ThisconoilAted of two thin-window counters mounteda
back to back, and pointing perpendicularly to the
spin axis.
Many additional satellites were launched in the
following years, Dome devoted entirely to X-ray
astronomy, some inntrumented to carry out X-ray
ob'wvationu as part of a more+ comflrehensive astron-
omy progrrun. A partial list appearn in Table 1.
is) those satellites, ti-ie;h the excoption of IINAO-2,
practically All X-ray observations were performed
by instrumentf^ enoenti.all.y similor to thane employ^-
ae1 proviously in rocket and balloon experiments;
i.o., by largo-area, thin-window, collimated photon
counteru. Modulation eollimatoro, operated in
various mannorcj, were widely used, fiy their means,,
angular resolutions on the order of 20 arc seconds
wore ofi011 achicvcd, Occasionally, soma grazing
incidence concentrators were also employod. As in
many rocket missiov,xi, :star sensors provided aspect
determination. The output sjgnaln of the X-ray
detector,: and of the star sensors were telemetered
to ground.
Satellites provided X-ray antronomero with fnr
superior observational facilities than had boon
previously available.. Ali ennontial feature of
Uhuru and of the oubsequent satellites wos aspect
control (an extension of t11e previous pointing
devices of rockets), which could be used, on command
from the Earth, to cause the X-ray detectors to
sweep slowly and repeatedly over a chosen band of
the sky, and/or to point steadily, for long periods
of time, in a chosen direction. This feature re-
sultod,. as expected, in a large increase of sonsi-
tivi.ty,..r,esa predictable wan the fact that the
long (intermittent or continuous)' observation of
individual X-ray sources would play art
role in discovering the nature of these sources.
The launching in November 1978 of HERO-2 (No. 2 in
the NASA series of the High-Energy Astronomical
Observatories) was another step of fundamental
importance in the development of observational
X-ray astronomy.
.As I already mentioned, 11EAO-2 carries a grazing
incidence toloscope, the first to be used for extra-
solar X-ray Astronomy. Conceived by Giacconi and
developed over an 18 years period, it has a sensi-
tivity almost 1000 times greater than that of de-
tectors flown oil previous satellites. Its angular
resolution (about 2 11 ) is comparable to that of
ground-based optical telescopes.
Many of the sources in the Uhuru map were identi-
fied optically on the basin of positions accurate
to a few arc minutes or bettor. The cluntnring of
the stronger sources along the galactic equator,
already noted oil 	 basin of the much more meager
sample available III 	 pre-satellito era, wau
confirmed. Moreover a crowding of sourc.os around
the galactic center bacnmo evident. Obviously
most of t1lene sources are galactic objects. flow-
ever, a nearly sphoricul distribution of weak
sources in now clearly soon; most of these sources
are distant galnxies.
3. BINARY X-RAY STARS
.	 r
3.1 Diacovary of the Hinary Nature of Cyg X-1
and Eve X-3
While the detention by Uhuru of a large number of
new X-ray sourcen was an important Achievement,
of even more fundamental significance welo the
results concerning individual oourcos, Among these
results two stand out. T11e f:irnt, in galactic
X-ray astronomy, is the discovery of tho binary
nature of X-ray stars. The socond, in oxtra-
galactic X-ray astronomy, is the O is.cavery of X-ray
sources in clusters of galaxies, the demonstration
that these sources have finite dimensions (Ref. 21)
and that the X-radiation originates, not in the
'individual galaxies, but in a hot gas rloud fill-
ing the space between the galaxies of the cluster.
flare I shall discuss the first of these two find-
ings. In view of the great importance of the dis-
covery of binary X-ray emitters, a chronological
account of the events which led to this discovery
has some interest.
This discovery resulted from the observations of
two X-ray stars, Cyg X-1 and Can X-3,
Cyg X-1 is one of the brightest X-ray sources in
the sky. It has a very unusual spectrum, much
harder than the average spectrum of X-ray stare.
Since the early days of X-ray astronomy, efforts
were made to discover its optical counterpart, but
those efforts had not been successful.
One of the early observational programs of Uhuru
wag an attempt to reduce the uncertainty in the
position of Cyg X-1 and, hopefully, to achieve an
optical identification. While these observations
were going an (in December 1970 and January 1971),
Oda in collaboration with scientists of the ASE
group discovered very rapid fluctuations in the
X-ray emission of Cyg X-1 an unusual and puzzling
feature (Ref. 22).
This tolescope has produced a wealth of now and
most important results. I understand that these
will be presented by Dr. Murray. Here I shall focus
on the most significant findings of satellites
equipped with the conventional thin-window gas
counters.
one of the purposes of the early satellites was to
discover weak X-ray sources and to determine, with
some accuracy, their position. This purpose was
achieved with great success already by Uhuru. The
.final Uhuru catalogue contains 339 sources. Their
celestial distribution is shown in Figure 3
'(Ref. 20). For comparatively bright sources, this
I
Map is still the most complete available to date.
r
In the meantime, Uhuru's observations produced a
new position for Cyg X-1 accurate to about 20
square minutes of arc (Ref. 23). Soon afterwards,
a rocket experiment by the MIT group further
improved the positional accuracy, reducing the
area of uncertainty to little more than 1 square
minute of arc (Ref. 24).
In June 1971 (the date refers to the time when the
results were submitted for publication), within
,this area of uncertainty, Braes and Miley and
Hjellming and wade observed a weak radio source
` which they tentatively identified with the X-ray
.source Cyg X-1 (Refs. 25,26). This identification
received final confirmation in 1972 from the ob -
servation of correlated changes in the X-ray and
radio fluxes Oaf. 27) .
by Xrxeminnki in 1974, and turned out to be a
suporgi All t.)
Thus, within a short limo, the binary nature of
two, quite different X-ray stare, Cyg X-1 and
r	 Can X-3, became firmly established,
1
The Uhuru group presented the data obtained from
the obsarvations of Can X-3 in the form shown in
,Figure 5. The dots on the upper CU17VO A are the
differ onces between the moanurecl dO nys of. the
pulsen, relative to a fixed time, and the "nominal"
dalayU computed
 as if all pulse intervals had Come
constant value (T w 4.0422 in the figuro)i note
the remarkable s ►nnll scattering of the points,
Curve B is the differential of curve A, and repre-
sents (apart from a constant) the pulsntion por-
iod, as modified by the Doppler effect. Graph C
ropranents (schematically) the time variation of
.the intensity, and clearly shows the occurrence
of nn eclipse. This is centered at superior call-junction, where the motion of the X-ray source in
perpendicular to line of night, and therefore
the Doppler shift is zero, in agreement with curve
U. (Note that the sinusoidal shapes of curve A
and U signify a circular orbit.)
In duly 1971, n group of optical antronomers
roportestl that many obesacvorn had noted tho prouence
of a ampc,rginnt, 111)11-226860, near the radio source
and had suggented that it tray bu atmociatod with
the X-r.ny souse (Hot. 20). The authors, howavar,
eXpraboad throng douh l tt about thin cona)UlAoll. liut
:shortly ther,cafter, Murdin and WO)nter presented
convincing evidence for the identification, baned
largely on the vary small positional error (30 are
seconds) of the radio source (Ref, 19), burst on
the! burin of positional coincidence between the
X-ray vource, the radio source and the auperginut,
they arguorl that the three objects were most likely
one and the same c0co tial body. 3nterestingly,
they thought that "the X-ray source may bo a com-
panion to the supargiant rather than identical to
it;" perhaps the first tentative indication (other
than the consegu ere of the still highly hypotheti-
cal accretion modul) thn Cyg X-1 may be a binary
system.
Later in 1971, still stronger evidence for thct
identification was produced by Wado and Itjeliming
who vo°itied the nearly pertcct spatial coincidencn
bu 1.wevn the nuperginnt and the radio source, After
having now reduced the positional orror for the
latter to loss than 1 are second (Ref. 30).
In the meantime Wcbs ter and Murdin in Nov. 1971 and,
independently, Holton in Doc. 1971 reported obser-
vational results of groat significance, showing
that tho optical spectral li lies o f IIDE-226868 dis-
played the characteristic Doppler shifts of spectre-
...	 scopic binaries. These observations were one more
ui	 corroboration of the proposed identification.
V ^	 Moreover, they proved that tl,a supergintt was part
Qd	 of a binary system (Itefs. 31,32). The authors
pointed out that the X-rays almost certainly origi-
nated from the unseen partner (no double set of
Z O periodj(cmlly Doppler shifted spectral lines were
try (►. observer), and that this object must be a collapsed
'star,0 k
From accurate Doppler curves (sec Figure 4), it was
possible to obtain information on the orbital
elements. In particular, it was found that the
	 t
orbital period was 5,6 days.
i
Meanwhile, the discovery of the fast fluctuations
in the X-ray emission of Cyg X-1 had prompted a
search of a similar phenomenon in other X-ray
stars. The first X-star selected for this study
was Can X-3, whose X-ray emission was known to be
highly variable. Early observations by means of
Uhuru, which were reported in May 1971, revealed
that the; X-ray emission of Con X-3 was indeed
pulsed. However these pulsations, unlike those
of Cyg X-1, were periodic, with a period of about
4.8 sec. Moreover, sudden transitions were obser-
ved between states of high intensity and states of
low intensty. Also the pulsation period was found
to undergo small changes (Ref. 33).
In January 1972, after collecting a substantial
amount of data, and having developed an effective
method of analysis (illustrated below), the Uhuru
scientists recognized that the observational re-
sults inevitably l--d to the conclusion that the
X-ray source in Con X-3 was part of a binary system,
with an orbital period of 2.87 days (Ref. 34). The
,variations in the pulsation frequency wore the re-
sult of a Doppler' effect due to the orbital motion
of the source. The periodic observations of the
X-ray flux were eclipses of the X-ray source by the
,binary companion. (This was optically identified
3,2 High-Mass X-ray Binarie v
In the following years, a numhor of additional
pulsing X-ray binaries, similar: to Con X-3, were
discovered (the first being Her X-1, discovered
by meana of Uhuru (Ref. 35)). About 17 such binar-
ies are known today. Their energy output varies
from about 10 30 erg/sec to about 1.0 30 erg/sec,
(For comparison, tho total luminosity of the Sun
at all wavelengths is 2x10 33 erg sec- l .) Their
periods range from O,7 sec to 835 sec. Samples
of the pulse shames oE 14 pulsators are shown
in Figure G.
The discovery that some at least of the X-ray stars
are binary systems provided crucial support for
the view that X-ray stars are powered by accretion,
a view which soon became generally accepted, As
'T already noted, this assumption implies that the
accreting partner of the binary system is a col-
lapsed object= i.e., a white dwarf, a neutron
star or a black hole. The fast pulsations supply
comfirming evidence of the very small dimensions
of the X-ray source.
There remained the question as to which of the
, three possible collapsed objects was actually pre-
,sent in the X-ray stars.
1
Let us consider first Cyg X-1.
in their paper, reporting the evidence for the
binary nature of this X-ray star, Webster and
Murdin as well as Bolton estimated a minimum value
rfor the mass of the collapsed partner, on the
basis of the optical data. They found values
which appeared to be higher than the upper limit
;for the mass of a white dwarf or a neutron star,
=and, cautiously, advanced the hypothesis that the
collapsed object may be a black hole (W, and M.:
;"It is'inevitable that we should spgcul'ate that i
'. [the collapsed object) may be a black hole."
,B.: "This raises the distinct possibility that th`
.secondary is a black hole.")
,
Since then, the conclusion that Cyg X-1 contains
^a black hole has been reinforced by more accurate
estimates of the mass of the collapsed object
,. t
A t(s^e, for oxample, Hof. 36). It has also survived
` altern+aty
 tentative interpretations of the obner-
vaLional data, invoking a Complex structure of
Cyg X-1.
I may acid thdt the very unusual.. spectrum and the
peculiar occurrence (?l' very rapid fluctuationa in
the+ X-ray emission ntrong)y suggoot, that the col-
lapsed objec in Cyg X-1 in different frond the
collapsed objects in the pulsing bindrias Aich,
an we shall presently sao, have beolt identified
with neutron stars.
In conclusion, the obnarvational data conearning
Cyg X-1 are cortninl•y the most convincing direct
evidence For the existence of black holov in our
galaxy so for avid lable; but whothor this evidence
uhould btu rcgnrdrd as decisive, is a manor still
subject to debate.
It may be worth mentioning, at thin pnint, that
often an optical idantific4tio;l, initially pug
gestod by positional coincidence, has been con-
firmed unoqua,vocally by the observation of. thu
11^cht curve 6f the optical candidate. Light
cur.°vos axe periodic varintionu of the light ,flux
In phase with the orbital motion of tiler neutro ►t
utar. 'rhoy may be produced by two effects, '.Gilt►
first effect in 1-►,c► atin^c and consequent bulging of
that portion of the ordinary utar which faces the
X-ray omitting partner. T)aa second effect is a
tidal effect, i.e., a deformation of the ordinary
star by the gravitational field of the partner.
Thin effect causal the star to acquire the uhape
of an ellipsoid, which rotaten in phone with the
orbital motion. Heating offects tend to Produce
a single light: maximum at inferior conjuctione
tidal effects tend to Produce two light maxima at
quadrature.
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Turning next to the pulsing X-ray binnrier;, we can,
in the first place, rule out binok holes as tho
Collapned objuet y because ►
 ))lack hales are not capa-
ble of producing the observed oxtremely regular
pule+anon:► . White dwarfs can be ruled out in the
cash of the X-ray :tars with pulsation periods of
the order of one second (Ile;r X-1, SMC X-1) , simply
because white dwarfs, cannot rotate that fast with-
out being disrupted by centrifugal forces; nor, it
turns out, call thoy vibrato with such high froquan-
cios in the extremely stable manner observed.
There are other reasons, valid also for most of the
blawer pulsators, which strongly spool: against.
white dwarfs. One Of them is the unreasonably
large rate of accretion that would be needed to
produce the observed X-ray fluxes, because of the
fact that the potential, well created by a white
dwarf is about 1000 , timcs loss deep than that
created by a neutron star.. (Actually, theoretical
argument_, have shown that accretion onto a white
dwarf tceannot produce intrinsic X-:rny luminosities
grantor than a few times 10 3G erg sac- 1
 (Refs. 37,
38,39)). Another very convincing argument is based
on the fact that the pulsation frequencies of most
X-ray pulsators for which sufficiently accurate
measurements are available have been found to
increase gradually over periods of years, The
observed rates of increase are quite consistent
with estimates of the torques'axerted by the accret-
ing material on the collapsed objects, if those
are assumed to be neutrons stars; they are much too
large, however, if the collapsed objects are assum-
ed to be white dwarfs. The reason, of course, is
that the moments of inertia of white dwarfs exceed
by many orders of magnitude those of neutron stars.
(Ref:. 40,41).
Summarizing the results prenentod above, we arrive
at the following pictures
Thoro exists a class of X-ray stars consisting of
binary systomr;, each formed by a Collapsed object
and a nuclear-burning, heavy (usually very heavy)
ordit.nry star, in one case, among thge:c reported
to date, the collapsed object is (prob6bly) a
black hole; in all other cases it is a neutron
star. To distinqui6h these from other X-ray ntat:s
we may want to call them high-mass X-ra binaries.
In these objects, matter gradually secretes onto
the collapsed partners from the atmosphere of the
ordinary star. since the collapsed partner has a
mass similar to that of the Sun, but much smaller
dimensions, it creates m deep wall of gravitation-
al potential, falling into this well, the accret-
ing matter releases a large amount of gravitation-
al energy. This energy is somehow converted into
thormal energy; thus a very hot, ionized, plasma
is produced, whose thermal brems;strahlung lies in
the spectral grange of X-rays. Most neutron stars
are believed to be strongly magnetized and in a
state of fast rotation. Theaccreting plasma is
guided by the magnetic, field lines toward the
,magnetic poles. The result is an X-ray source
unevenly distributed over the surfnco of the neu
tron star and in its lower atmosphere. Rotation
of the neutron star, then, produces the observed
pulsations. Absorption and scattering in the
surrounding gases govern the details of the pulse
shapes. (Magnetization of the neutron stars orig-
inally hypothesized to explain the pulsations,
,has since been confirmed by the observation of a
cyclotron line in the X-ray spectrum of Her X-1;
see Hof. 42).
in conclusion, there is practically no doubt that
the collapsed objects in the pulsing X-ray'stars
are neutron stars. The observed pulsations are
explained as due to the rotation of these stars.
This implies that the X-ray source is not axially
symmetric with respect to spin axis; magnetic fields
are supposed to be responsible for this asymmetry;
I shall return to thin point later.
	 "It is well known that the luminosity of a source
,powered by accretion of infalling plasma is sub-
ject to the condition that the force exerted on
,the plasma by the radiation pressure not exceed
, the gravita,o=al attraction by the accreting 	 j} body.
In the case of a plasma of pure hydrogen, we ob-
tain the limiting luminosity value LE (the so-
called Eddington limit) by equating the force
exerted on a Mproton by the gravitational field ,_J
Until now, our discussion has been of a qualita-
tive nature. It will be appropriate to add here
some simple quantitative arguments.
Lot us consider first the luminosity of X-ray
stars.
In most cases, pulsing X-ray stars have been opti-
cally identified. The optical counterparts are
generally found to be o or B stars, often in the
giant or supergiant luminosity class. Tile optical
counterpart of Her X-1 is an F star with a mass
	 i
'equal to a small multiple of one solar mass. There
tis one pulsing X-ray star (3U 1627-27) with a mass'
of only a small fraction of one solar mass; I shall
discuss this object later in some detail.
....
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to tho force oxortod on an electron by t)se radia-
tion protsr^ure. An elopiontary computation yiel.tlss
1 	 4tr, c GM	 (l)
T
whore G On
 6440Ox10' a dyn cm7^,
'
 his tho gravitational
constant, mp % 1.67x10 »211 g is, the proton ms►sn,
UT 14 6.7x10" 25 cm2 is the Thompson irons-sectionAnil M is the re,rsn, in gramn t of the accreting body,
with the num-.riral valuen of the constants, anti ox-
pressing the mash of this accreting hs:dy intorms of
thu mans of the Sun, MQ ( ,.u10 33
 g) wo obtain,
Li., p 1.25>"1030 M cru svc" I	 (2)
n
it is interesting) to note that the luminosity of
X-ray stars often opproaeheii, in some covets seem-
ingly exwecds, the 1,ddington limit. of courrao, a
variety of causes may result in appreciable devia-
tions of the upper luminovity limit from the
Eddington limit, as given by Eq. (2). The numor-
ical coaffieient in this equation is computed for
the case of pure hy grogen. Substantial admixtures
of heavier elements would increase the value of i.,.
Moreover. the computation of L I, assumes cymmotrir 1"
inflow, an assumption hardly justified in the pre-
sence of a magnetic field. Also no account has
been taken of the+ possible presence of forces other
than thoso due to the gravitational tield and the
radiation pressure (such as might be exerted by
the magnotac field an ihr. moving plgsma).
Lot us turn next to the measurement of the para-
meters which characterized the binary Rystom.
The parti ►neter which is most easily derived from
the observations in the orbital period T. This
may be dhtorminod from the eclipses (when present),
from the optical light curves, from the Doppler
curves of ti ►e X-ray pulsations.
mass of the system, m + me , can always bo asti-
motoo approximatelyt DInce 3q. 4 contains only its
cubic root, its exact valua is of no consaquonca.
Therefore, the exactly measurable quantity 9' d in
sufficient to determine a fairly accurate value
for the quantity tix + aot^ , a quantity which rapru-
bents the dimensions of tt ►a binary system, oxacL)y
in the case: of circular orbits, approximately in
the caeca of elliptical orbits.
The Doppler effect of the X-ray pulsations, which
can be measured with great accuracy, is a very
important source of information.
To begin with, rile shape of the Doppler curve pros
video information on the eccentricity of the
elliptical os.bit of the neutron star. f1t is
found that persistent pulsing X-ray stars, like
Con X-3, have nearly circular orbitsz. Transients,
like A0535+20 (nee below), have highly elliptical
orbits.)
From t)se Doppler curves one can also derive an
accurate value for the major somiaxin of the nen-
tron star orbit in the center of maps nystem, ax,
projected onto the line of sight, i.e., for the,
quantity Ax Simi, where i is the inclination angle
of the orbit (angle of the plane of the orbit with
the plane of t)►e sky) .
NowL°onian mechanica l then, yields the cqunt3.on;
mop  sin3i
	 2n2 (ax sini)3
2 ^
 (T ) G	 (z)
(mx + mop)
(the derivation is quite elementary in the special
cage of circular orbits).
The function*.
mop 3 sin3i
f
(mx + mop)2
i
:, r
s^ 1
Knowledge of T makes it possible to estimate with
fair accuracy the overall dimensions of the system.
in the case of circular orbits, an elementary com-
putation yields the equation:
mx + mop 3 G
 (21t)2
(ax 	aop)
where mx and mop are the masses of the neutron'
star and of tho optical partner respectively, and
ax, aop are the radii of their orbits in the center
of mass system. One can show that Eq. (3) is valid
also in the case of elliptical orbits if ax and aop
are interpreted as the major semiaxes.
With the numerical values of G, with the total
mass of the system, mx and mop, expressed in terms
of the solar mass, Ma , and with ax + aop expressed
in terms of the solar radius the solar radius,
Re (= 6.955x10 10 cm) Eq. (3) yields:
a + a	 m + m 1/3	 2^
x R off' z 4.2	 x M op	 Td /3
	
(4)
o	 to
1
'where Td is the orbital period in days. The total
f
contains only accurately measurable quantities.
Known as the mass function, it is an important
ingredient for the evaluation of the parameters
of the binary system. As one can immediately see,
it represents a lower limit for the mass of the
ordinary star.
The mass functions and other quantities belonging
to five among the best known X-ray pulsing X-ray
stars are presented in Table 2 (see Ref. 43).
Clearly the measurements discussed so far are not
sufficient to determine all paramotorH of the
binary systems. For this purpose one must make
use of other pieces of information, derived from
X-ray and optical observations, most of which are
of limited precision. These informations include
the duration of the X-ray eclipses, the Doppler
effect of the optical spectral lines, the estimate
(from the theory of stellar structure) of the mass
of the 'optical partner. '
The most interesting parameter of our binary sys-
tems is the mass of the neutron star. Theory
predicts that this mass cannot exceed a certain
critical value at which the nuclear forces and the
Fermi pressure of the neutrons are no longer capa-
ble of withstanding self gravitation, and the
neutron star collapses into a black hole. There
(3)
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still in some uncertainty about the exact value of
the theoretical limiting mesa,. Neutrons in a neu-
troo star are more closely packed than nucleons in
an ordinary nuclouH; thorefoic their, interaction
cannot be dstormined from laboratory mensuroments,
but must be ot:timated^from an extrapolation of the
Oatn provided by exporiuuints in nuclear phyuica.
Howevor it in generally believed that the limiting
maou of neutron stare is near. 2 solar manses, in
any caner lens than 3.
The complex problom of how to use the observational
data to obtnin the most accurate values of tho
binary parameters (and, in particular, of the manses
of the col,lapood objects) war, carefully examined
by Yoram Avni of the Woixrnnnn Institute, by ,john
nahcall of the Institute for Advanced Studion in
Princeton, and jointly, by Saul. Rappaport and Maul
,loss of MIT (Refs. 44 t 30, 45). ltoppaport and doss
applied the methods devolopod in these tstud iou
 
to
five X-ray binaries stars for which the most useful
data wore available. The analysis produ(.cd values
of tho neutron star maboa s, accurate to about 304
(see Figure 7). None of the mass values thus found
contradicts tho thooretical predictions concerning
the mastimum values of a'noutron star mass. Xt is
of soma interest to note that the observational
data are consistent with the view that all neutron
stars have the name mass (equal to 1.41-0.2 solar
marines) but, of course, do not prove that this is
so. (It may be noted, that tho most accurate deter-
mination of the mass of a neutron star came from
the data concerning the binary, radio pulsar
PSR 1913*16. Analysis by Joseph Taylor and co-
workers gavel m - (1.3to.15) M0).
To provide some concrete feeling for the geometry
of high-mass X-ray binaries, Figure 8 shows (sche-
maticaflX) the trajectories of the neutron stars in
seven swch objects, estimated from available
observational data.
Returning to the accretion process, let me stress
that this is a very complex phenomenon. It has
been the subject of many elaborate theories, which
cannot be discussed here in any detail. These have
been reviewed by Frederick Lamb of the University
of Illinois and by Vytenis Vasyliunas of the Max-
Planck-Institut fUr Aeronomie (Refs. 4G, 47).
Basic to all theories is the structure ofthe grav-
itational field of a binary system, which may or
may not be modified by centrifugal forces, depend-
ing oil
	
or not the atmospheric gases of the
donor star partake of the rotational motion of the
two stars around their common center of mass. In
either case, the equi,potential surfaces in the
vicinity of the two stars have practically spher-
ical shapes. with increasing distance, they become
elongated and eventually join at a point, called
the inner Lagrangianop int. The two portions of
this singular equipotential surface are the so-
called Roche lobes, shown in Figure 5. Their dimen-
sions depend on the eistance between the two part-
ners and on their mass ratio. Beyond the Roche
lobes the equipotenti.al surfaces envelope both
stars.
Some stars, such as the optical counterpart of
Her X-1, have normally stationary atmospheres,
which are prevented from escaping by the gravita-
tional forces. The situation is changed when a
star belongs to a binary system. In the course of
its evolution away from the main sequence, its
-atmosphere expands; eventually it will fill the	 !
4F;oche lobe and spill, across the Lagrangian point,]
into the potential well of the partner. Thies, In
fact, is supposed to happen in the case of liar X-1.
Other kinds of stars, ouch as the 0 and D stars
(pArticulnrly thong in the giant and suporgiant
luminosity classes) are aupposod to have atmo-
spheres which expand continuously into opacc,
generating a ratoolar wind. It is thought that,
in this case, accretion occurs through the cap-
turn by the neutron star of a small fraction of
the: utollar wins]. It seems, however, that often
even in the prononce of a stellar wind, the donso
portion of the atmosphere of the optical titar
fills all or a large portion of its Roche lobe.
In this case the occulting object coincidon at
least approximately with tho Roche lobes. Since
the duration of the eclipse doponde oil the dimen-
sions of the occulting object, and since the
dimonsiono of the Roche lobes depend on the ratio
mx/mope the idontification of the occulting ob-
ject with the Roche loon of the optical, partner
furnishes still another useful relation W twc-on
the paramoteru of the system.
Whether accretion occurn via a stollar wind or,
via overflow of a Roche lobe, the accreting matter,
in general, will have a certain angular momentum
with respect to the neutron star. Therefore it
will not reach the neutron star diroctlys it is
generally believed that it will. , remain temporarily
trapped in an accretion dish, rotating around the
neutron star with Kepler an velocity, until, in
some way or anothr r, the angular momentum is
dissipated.
A few of the X= stars claaoified ' as high-males X-ray
binaries oil
	
basis of their optical identifi-
cations were found not to exhibit pulsatibns. It
is believed that, except, of course, for Cyg X-1,
these X-ray stars are systems aimilax to the
pulsing binaries. Absence of pulsations can be
explained by the assumption that the neutron
stars arc: weakly magnetizad, or that their gyra-
tion and magnetic axes are coaligned.
I already mentioned the early findings that most
X-ray stars,undergo largo intensity variations.
This is true, in particular, for X-ray stars
classified as high-mass X-ray binaries. Here,
presumably, changes in the accretion rate and/or
in the abdorption by the plasma cloud surrounding
the neutron star are responsible for the observed
changes of flux.
I also mentioned a striking phenomenon, noted in
the early work on X-ray astronomy, namol.y the
occurrence of transients. Transients, at first,
were believed to form a class of objects intrin-
sically different from other X-ray stars. This
view was abandoned following the discovery of some
X-ray stars which, except for their transient
behavior (Table 3), are entirely similar to the
high-mass if-ray binaries (or to the low-mass X-ray
binaries to be discussed later). The current
view is that in some binary systems, intrinsically
similar to the persistent X-ray emitters, accre-
tion occurs only on rare, widely separated
occasions, possibly because of episodic enhance-
ments in the activity of the optical partners,
and therefore in the accretion rates.
3.3 The Bulge Sources (Low-Mass Binaries)
•
ror Bove years, after the discovery of the binary
nature of Cyg X-1 and Cen X-3, the interest of µ
f`Co
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X-ray aatronomary remuined focunaed on the high-
maas X-ta,y binaries. However it wan already clear
that not all, in fact not even must, X-ray stars
were objects, of this kind. The claareat example
of in) X-ray star different from a high-mans binary
ware Soo X-1 0 the only X-ray star optically idcnti-
fied before Uhuru. ob rtninly Sco X-1 did not
contain a monsiv0, luminous star, asshown by the
fact that, for Sco X-1, the ratio of X-ray to opti-
cal luminosity is about 1000, many orders of mag-
nitude greater than the same ratio for the high*
masts X- ay binaries.
Actually, since the early doyo of X-ray astronomy,
ovidaime had been produced for the oxir~tence of
two different families of X-ray stars (000 0 coup 
Rof. 40), The evidence watt based oil this celestial
distrihution of the sources # on their intrinsic
luininonity, and on their X-ray spectrum.
One family consistod of X-ray starts cluntored
around the galactA c center. They came to be known
an the "fjalnctic lnalge ciourcen," This turned out
to be a mirsnomol , for X-rny sources, physically
similar to thono cluctered around the galactic
center, are found also outside s the galactic bulge.
Still I shall continue, temporarily, to use thin
exprossion with the understanding that by "bulge
source," or "bulgaL type source," I mean a source
with proportion similar to those of the sourcoo in
the galactic bulge, but not necessarily located in
the bulge,
The second family of X-ray stars wart composed of
sources contained in a thin disk around the galac-
tic equators these were called initially "disc
sources," By the early 70's it had become clear
that the disc sources were, for the mgat part, high-
mass X-rny binaries, But tile nature of the bulge
sources,^tras still uncertain,
As late as ,1975 the only firm optical identifica-
tion of a bulge-typo source was that ofSco X-1,
obtained, as we have soon, in 1906 with a rocket
experiment; although Uhuru had reinforced the ten-
tative optical identification of a second bulge-
type source (Cyg X-2) suggested by Giacconi and
his collaborator on the basis of r(cket observa-
tions.
only with tare launching of satellites capable of
very precise positional determinations it became
possible to initiate a systematic search for the
very weak optical counterparts of bulge sources.
Parituclarly pr;oduct:ive in this observational pro-
gram was the SAS-3 satellite, whose scientific
payload was designed and developed by Clark and his
associates at MIT. Accurate positions of sovoraL
X-ray sources, leading to their optical identifi-
cation, were also obtained by means of the satel-
lito BEAU-1 (Ref. 49). A comprehensive list of
positions and identifications was published by
Hale Bradt and his associates at MIT (Ref, 43).
Figures lea and lob illustrate the identifications
of a high-mass binary and of a bulgo-type source.
All optical counterparts of bulge sources turned
out to be remarkably similar to the optical coun-
terpart of Sco X-1. Their optical luminosity is
very small (from one part in 100 to one part in
10,000 of the X-ray luminosity; whereas for the
high-mass X-ray binaries the corresponding ratio
ranges from 10007 to 1/10). Their spectra are
dominated by a flat continuum, which implies a
strong blue and ultraviolet excess, when compared
with the spectra: of ordinary atnrw. canorally
there are no absorption lined, such as those pro-
duced by the atmotipheren of ordinary stars, but
ominuion lines Are usually dotocted. Typicul
prominent foaturen ara the )le X4606 line and
the+ XA4640- 4650 complex,
Uulge-typo sources have, on the average, a greater
intrinsic X-ray luminosity but A softer spectrum
than the high-maoo X-ray binaries. None of the
bulge sources allows eclipoev, only one of them
(4U1627-0) oxhibitn pultiationn, tike the high-
main X-ray binarlos, bulge source undergo strong
trmpuritl luminosity changoa. Several cases of
transient behavior have been obnorved,
The clUailtion coatcorning the nature of tale bulge
sourcoo has not yot boom answered with the same
degree of confidence as that concerning the naturo
of the higli-m400 X-ray birlarios. The prevailing
view is that bulge tsourcets, too, are binary nyt,-
toms: formed by collopsed objects accre ting matter
from non-degencrate partners. The latter, however,
are thought to be very law-mars:, nuclear-burning
dwarfs Oil < May) rather than high-mass (in > Mo)
stars. Most likely, the collapood objects are
neutron stars, although, at this time, one cannot
rule out the possibility that, in soma canes,
they may be white dwarfs or black holes:,
I should point out that, until now, ovidence. of a
binary nature is available only for very few
bulge-type sources. The belief that all. of these
X-stars are binary systems roots upon the no yet
unproven assumption that all bulge sources are
similar objects.. Ali additional argument is tilts
difficulty of finding an alternate credible model
for those sources. (The suggosti.on that some of
them may be collapsed objects: imincrsed in small
dense clouds of interstellar matter runs counter
accepted astronomical views, and predicts a much
higher low-energy cut-off in the X-ray spectrum
than is ob"rved),
Presented below are the observational data support-
ing the binary model for some bulge-typo sources.
3.3.1 Direct optical observation of the non-
degenerate Partner. Optical observations,
which, in the case oi: high-mass binary X-ray stars,
provide direct ovidence for Lila presey►ce of non-
degenerate objects and therefore for the binary
nature of the systems, do not afford the same
kind of avidence in the case of bulge sources.
Here one finds that the visible objects, although
vary faint, still• have a greater luminosity than
non-degenerago dwarfs (and a very different spec-
trum), It is thus practically certain that most
of the optical emission is a secondary effect,
due, presumably, to the heating of an accretion
disk by the X-ray flux,
The predominantly secondary origin of the optical
emission rules out, in general, the possibility
of establishing the nature and the very existence
of a non-degenerate component by means of optical
observations. This possibility, however, exists,
at least in principle, in the case of X-stars
exhibiting transient behavior.
Five transient bulgo-type sources wore studied in
detail (see Table 4). In all these cases, the
sudden appearance of a "new" X-star was accompa-
nied by the sudden strong increase in the luminos-
ity of an optical object coincident with the
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X-star (aoo Ref, bo) and Figure 11). in mare
cases (Con X-4, A0620-00 and Aquila X-1) optical
antroncmars sutccedsd in mca:uring the spectra of
the exceedingly faint optical objects that wore
left bohind after the extinction of the X-ray
sourcen. Thane spectra wozo found to bu thong
characteristic of K-dw ►lrfa, leaving little doubt
that the three tranni ptits were binary ayntomp , with
K-dwarf" az thu non-dogencrate cooponents.
3.3.2 Ui^tsicnl lrinh,- t„ c-u	 . A poilodic^ity, prop-
ably related to anoilA tnl motion, han boon obve rv-
od in the optical omi.caion of eau X-1 (not, however,
in the X-ray emission)	 The period in 0.707 days,
3.3.3 4U]027-07. Ti ► e study of thin object - Ltd,
only pulsing bulge source detected to this date -
has boon mout illuminating. Tire pulnotions (7.60
aco poriod) ware dinrovexod ill tbo SAS-3 record,f.
However, extensive search for a noppiar ofiect of
the pulsations gave negative renttlto. from a
critical discuosion of all Available evidence,
the conclusion elnt+rgcd that, if the binary model
in correct, 4U1627-67 must be a very compact system
concit,ting of a collapcatl object, almost certainly
a neutron star, accreting manor from a dwarf star
of not morn than a few tenth, of one polar mann(lust. 51) . Subsequently J. Middleditch and his
collaboratorn at the Lawrence }radiation Laboratory
of the University of California, Berkeloy, pro-
duced convincing proof of the binary model by show-
ing that the grower donnity spectrum of tho optical
pulsations containn clear ovidonco of all orbital
motion with a period of only 2490 sec (Ref. 52),
This moons that the soparation of the two binary
partners is less than one half the solar: radius
(sea 13q. 4). Thus the optical data, confirming
the conclusions derived from proviouLs X-ray obser-
vation, &how that 4UI627-G7 is an exceedingly
compact binary system.
,r
At this point one may reverse the argument and
inquire if the assumption that Lill bulge sources
arc binary systems runs againnt tiny observational
evidence. one difficulty is the total absence
of eclipnes. The small masses of the non-dogener-
ate partners, and the consequent small dimensions
of their Roche lobes, make eclipses unlikely, but
not to the extent needed to oxplain why not a
single one has been observed among a fairly large
sample of bulge sources. Thus it appears that, in
order to salvage the binary model, special soloc-
tion offects must be invoked. One interesting
suggestion has boon advanced by Mordechai Milgrom
of the weizmanh Institute (Rof. 53). He argued
that, since the occulting object is very small,
eclipses will occur only if the observer is very
close to tine orbital plane of the neutron star. Iit
this case, the X-ray emission may be obscured by
an accretion disk whose median plane coincides
with the orbital plane, • and the X-ray star may
escape detection.
If, as it appears most likely, the bulge sources
are binary systems, it will be appropriate to
rename them "low-mass X-ray binaries," in line
with the nomenclature Pdoptad for the other family
of X-ray stars discussed previously.
3.4 Bursting X-ray Stars
Great interest has aroused In-recent years the dis-
covery of a peculiar kind of temporal variations,
which scents to be typical of low-mass X-ray binaries.
These variations, known as bursts, are charaterized
by a suddon increase In the X-ray flux, which, in
a few second& or less, reaches a lraralt of About
1030 org soc- 1 , comparable to the :flux of tre
strongest persistent sourcos, and in followed by
a more or leas regular: decay, with an energy-
dopondent Limo constant in the range from DOV-
oral seconds to several toner of seconds.
%lie first burst nourten (or "bursters") warn
discovorod, independently, in 1975, by Jonathan
Grindlay and John 11oiae, using the AN$ satellite
(Ref. 54), and by Richard t ►elian, Carry Conner,
and Doyle Evans using the 5H Vola military satin-
lime (Rof. 55). Intennive studien by Walter Lewin,
George Clark, Joffrey Koffman and their associaten
at MIT using the SAS-3 satellite and by Joan ,
Swank and her 601100inteo at GS1 C using tine 060-0
satellite are rosponnible ;for :much of our present
knowledge concerning those sources ($*a review
paper in ltaf. 50).
About thirty burt;tcrs ar,l known today. With ono
exception, the burr t, from a given source follow
each other, at intervals of hours or days. Some-
timen the time intervals between bursts are nearly
constant or, change regularly with time. Sometimes;
they are completely irregular, periods of activ-
ity alternate with periods of quiescence.
Tiro exception is the so-called "Rapid Burster,"
discovered by Walter Lewin and his associates,
which producos vaquoncos of bursts separated by
time intervals of only secondn or minutes (sea
Rof. 57 and Figure 12), The same, scientists noted
characteristic differences between these bursts
and those produced by the "Lrlow" bursters; to
emphasize those difference, the latter bursts ware
called t112a 3, bursts, and the former type 2 bursts.
Crude measurements of pulse-hoight distributions
suggest that both types of bursts have black-
body spectra. However, in the typo 1 bursts, the
temperature appears to docrease during the decay,
whereas no significant temperature change is soon
to occur during the evolution of the type 2
bursts, if indeed the radiation process is black-
body emission, from tite temperature (an given by
the spoctrum), and the total X-ray flux it is
possible (assuming a distance of about 10 kpc for
the burster) to compute the dimensions of the
emitting area. It is probably significant that
these dimensions•turn out to be of the order of
those of a neutron star (about 10 km in radius).
Some b, ►rstors lie in globular clusters. The
majority, however, are isolated objects and appear
to coincide with persistent X-ray stars. Or those,
six have been identified with optically faint
objects; five of them exhibit the characteristic
blue color of low-mass binaries, while the spec-
tral character of the sixth is obscured by strong
interstellar reddening. This is a strong Indica-
tion that only low-mass binaries arc capable pf
producing bursts.
The burst mechanism has not yet been clarified
with certainty. Following earlier suggestions by
several scientists, in particular by Laura
Maraschi and Alfonso Cavaliere of the Milano
University (Rof. 58), that bursts may be caused by
thermonuclear flashes, Paul Joss made a detailed
quantitative analysis of the nuclear reactions
that might occur at the surface of an accreting
neutron star (Ref. 59).' Thi's analysis produced
a modal which involves accretion of hydrogen by
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the neutron star, non-oxplosive therironuclear
ruactions.r changing hydro g po into holiuitt, oxplosivo
thesxtoonuvloo r reactions changing helium into heavier
alamentu, n urnts of typo 1 would be the manifasto-
tion of thane the+rmonuc^lcar flar+hos. Thin model
hau attractive foaturav although, 1 understand,
moots with Dome diffleultien,
Tu ni ►sg to the Rapid ituruter, A kuy obciorvational
rosult warn the dincovo y by NIT sclontiotti,using
=0-3 that, in addition ter type} 2 bu;stn it, too,
produced typo 1 iurutu, tvpo ratod by long time
intervals (Jiof. 00) . Thin result suggvnta that the
Hapid Hurniter in not int,rirreically diffarout fxesm
the slow burtiters, except that its the Rapid Burstor.,
for reasons unknown, accretion occur» in spurts
rather than continuouclyt the npurtr, manifest them-
selves an type 2 burstn, whiles the lens frequent
type l burvty would bo produced by the n mss thormo-
nuclear flashes nuppofied to be responsible for the
bursts in the blow burnterr;.
Since 10711, a program har; boon under way, aiming
at the obnorvation of the optical burutu whioh are
oxpertod to accompany then X-ray bursts,
several aimultanooun oti>icol/X-ray burst» woro
oboorved during 1078 and 1970 (see Rot. 01 and
Figure 13). The program in continuing, with the
Oapanono X-ray natoilito )lakucho playing a major
rot oi.
An important obr;ervationol ronult ban beer. the time
delay between the X-ray and the optical bursts. In
all cases, the optical burst wars found to be delay-
ed by a ,few seconds with respect to the optical
burnt. This delay in evidence that the optical
burnt is due to a reprocessing of the X-ray burst.
The delay, than, represents the difference in
travel 'tkme between the direct X-rays and the re-
procoo4on optical radiation, its magnitudo shown
that reprocessing occurs at a distance of the order
of a few light seconds from the source of X-rays.
This moans that it occurs mostly in soma matter
surrounding the neutron star, preaumtsbly an accro-
tion disk, rather than at the surface of a non-
d®gonurate companion. Probably the optical emission
by persistent low-mass binaries is also due to the
reprocessing in an accretion disk of the X-radiation
originating from the neutron star.
3.5 The 'Problem of the Origin of X-ray Stars
The non-degenerata pArt,norn of than low-mass X-ray
binaries, insr6^ 4 , are population i1 stare, The
galactic distribution of the low-mrisu X-ray bina-
rics, showing a concontration in the galactic
bulgo, confirms this view. so  done the compnra-
tivoiy largo Abundance of low-mesa X-ray binaries
1-in globu'^ :~lusturs, which are formod by popula-
Lion 11 vt it.a. Unlike the high-mass X-ray Nina-
rius, the low-mass Xoxay binaries are long lived
(about 109 yoarn). Therefore a small ra ge of
production in sufficient to maintain the proacnt
population. (Of course, both for the high-mass
aril for the low-mass binaries, the X-ray active
period may wall be chortor than the life of the
binary itself.)
A law-mane X-+'ay binary cannot be produced by the
supernova explosion of one of the ,partners of a
pro-oxivtont non-dagonorate binary uyatem, because
the gravitational field of the surviving non-
degonorato dwarf could nom prevent the disruption
of thin €►yr,tom. it has boon painted out by Clark
that a 1i );ely production procot;a of the low-toes
1-ray binorien located in globular cluutero is
the capture of non-degenerate dwarfn by neutron
stars. because of the large density of population
11 stars in globular clunternr the frequency of
occurrence of this process oppoarn to be nuffi-
eient to explain the observe] abundance of low-
mass X-ray binaries in such clu6teru.
it seems, unlikely that a similar capture process
may account for the production of low-mass bina-
ries outside globular° clusters, whore the star
density is much smaller.' As originally suggested
by cursky, these X-stares may represent the end
product of the evolution of binary systems formed
by a non-degenerate dwarf and a white dwarf.
Matter accretes from the non-drrlonoratu dwarf to
the white dwarf. As a consequence, the mass of
the latter increases gradually, until it roaches
the maximum allowed mass of the white dwarfs, at
which point the white dwarf collapses into a
neutron star.
Unlike neutron stars in the high-mats X-ray bina-
ries, those in the low-mass X-ray binaries are,
on the .average, vary old. it is 'therefore quite
possible that they may have dissipated their mag-
netic field; which could provide a natural explan-
ation For they nearly complete absence of pulsa-
tions among this group of X-stars.
No definitive answer has yet been given to the pro-
Blom of the origin of X-ray stars. What follows
is a brief account of the prevailing views on this
matter. it is baked Largely on a review article
by Edward van don Houvel of the Astronomical
Institute of the University of Amsterdam (Ref. 62),
whose work on this subjoct^has boon particularly
illuminating.
The non-dogenorato partners of the high-mass X-ray
binaries are massive, population I stars. These
stars are short-lived (-10 7 years), Therefore the
rate of production of the high-mass X-ray binaries
must be largo. High- mass X-ray binaries are be-
lieved to originate from compact binary systems,
each consisting of two nuclearoburning stars, one
of which, after receiving mass from its binary part-
ner, has reached the development stage ar;horo a
supernova explosion takes place, leaving behind a
fait rotating, highly magnetized neutron star. The
large mass of the other partner prevents the binary
system from being disrupted by the explosion.
f
9. GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES DIFFERENT FROM X-RAY
STARS
While the most striking achievement of the satel-
lite observations prior to the launching of
Einstein was tho discovery of the binary nature
of X-ray stars and the understanding of their
behavior, important results were also rbtained
concerning X-ray sources other than N-ray st..rr..
4.1 supernova Remnants
To the, supornova remnants detected as X-ray emit-
ters in the pre-satellite years, several new ones
were added by observations with counter-equipped
satellites. Evidence woo produced showing that,
at least in the older remnants, the bulk of,the
X-radiation originates fxcm a thin shell of hot
plasma immediately behind kho shock front which
separates interstellar gas from the fast-expanding
cloud generated by the supernova explosion. The
interpretation of the X-ray emission as a the M1
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bremostrahlung received definitive confirmation by
tho orbuervation, in several remlantu, of A spec-
Kral feature at about 7 kvV, which In interpretod
an lino eletssion of highly ionized iron. (`;"his
feature was first dotocted in the Chu A remnant by
A rovhot-borne oxporlmont carried out by the group
at Gf1FG (;tsar, 63)),
4.2 X raavo from Op tically Xn w 4` ,, c^h1_ tic Ob ec_tu
A small number of "oxotic," comparatively boar-by
utoro tnsd star tsynt011s, known W Orstical 60trOnCa-
mers before the beginning or X-ray nstronomy, were
found to be souxevo of X-rays, mostly or vort
X-rhyx, with 1umil1na1tiVr1 r1ue1 ► g)VAtor than the
X-ray luminosity of the Sun, but smaller than those
of the wuakeau X-ray stars. (Clearly, they wore
the ti)s of an iceberg, whose exploration had to
wait for the launching of the Vinutoin observatory.)
Included in thin. uxwp c ►ro objects of the following
oltionens
4.2.1 bwnrf novnti. 1linary nyntems in which n
degcnernte, 10n-mngnvW a dwarf accretoa matter from
a lato-type, nuolvar-burning star, tilling its
Rocho lobar hot)► a coft ( ,c 1 keV) and n modimn
energy (up to - 10 koV) spectral: components, have
been observed, Typical X-ray lulninositica are on
the order of 10 32
 org sec- 1 , but occasional largo
bursts occur with eak X-ray luminouitica au
large no 10 3b - 30 3 cry sac-1.
4.2.2 AM Nei° binnri" G,_,__;ieq!jn tic war novae) .
Binary asystemu sis^il.lax to dwarf novae, except for
the provenco of A ,strong magnetic field, which in
supposed to cause the white dwarf to be locked-in
with Coo orbits) motion, and to produce an accre-
t1on column, The X-ray spectrum of some members
of the j group contain both a soft and fairly hard
(up to Lbout 30 koV) components. it Is believed
that tho former is black-body radiation from the
base of the accretion column, the latter (when
present) iu thermal bremsstrahlung from the column
itself X-ray luminosities up to _ 10 34
 erg sec-1
have boon obsoived. Orbital motions produce Pori-
odicities both in the optical and in the X-ray
emission.
4,2,3 Stars with hot_cpzonne ( RS _ aVs1_ systems) .
Rapidly rotating, main sequence or SUbgiant stars,
In binary systems, whose exceptionally hot cozonno
.(T .. 10 7 °K) produce abundant soft X-rays, presum-
ably by thermal bremsstrahlung. It has 17cen
suggested that tidal interaction with the binary
companion might by responniblo for the heating.
Their X=ray luminosities ( in the how-energy range)
axe mostly betwoan 10 34 and 70 33 erg soc- .
4.2.4 Hot white dwarfs. Whito dwarfs with very
high surface temperatures. Two objects of this
clasp (II243 and Sirius H) wore found to be X-ray
emitters. The observed soft X-rays appear to be
black-body radiation. The luminosities are on the
order of 10 32 erg see-1.
4.2.5 Flare stars. Cool stars producing frequent
optical flaros wit.;, risotimes of seconds and decay
timns of minutes. Two flare stars (UV Ceti and
Ys^. Canis Minoriss) have been observed to produce
X-ray flares.
4.2.6 Algol. A rather anomalous X-ray source, 	 I
which
	
sot  fit into any of the categories list-
od above. It seems to be a triplct.. both soft
,^	 5
,and medium energy X-rays Nava been observed, alto
production mechanism in not yet wall understood.
5. 1:XTRAMIACTIC X-RAY 6OW100
Substantial advances occurred also in extrogulact
X-ray astronomy, which, in the pro-satellito ora,
had baroly begun. Joe* a review paper by pounds
and Vabian, Lief. 64 1
 which contains an extensive
bibliography).
11y 1970, about 100 extragalactic X-ray sourcuu
had been detected, moat of them by moans of Uhuru,
Ariol- s, f3ntl-3, 111AO-l. They includes
(aw) one "normal ,, galn^," And romeda (in addition
to the two Mn901 Wn'i o clouds) , with an X-ray
luminosity similar to that of our own galaxy; i.e.
a small multiplra of 10 39
 erg coo-1.
(b) )Between 40 and 54 activogalaxies (0vyfart
galaxies, Radio galaxies, 11ig1 t^,xc.tation rr,►;.anion
Lines galaxies), with X-ray luminosities ordrars
of magnitude greater than normal galaxivu (2.10
kav luminoni.tien mostly in the rangefrom about
1042 to nbout 101 1 
mostly
 
erg sac-1).
(c) 7 BT, LAC Ob ocLp; ill-understood objects,
characterized by a paint-like or very compnct
appohrancot spectral linos absent or very weak,
,strong radio amicsion, strong polarization of
optical and radio omission, bright nucleus,
txtromc variability; 2-10 ^av X-ray luminosities
in the range from about 10 13 to about 10116 erg
sec--.
(d) Threeu^nnarn, namly tho bright, compara-
tively hoar.-by quasar  30 273 and two quasars
discovered through thq optical examination of two
faint X-ray sources detected and Accuratoly
located by SAS-0. Their 2-10 koV X-ray luminosi-
ties arc on tho order of 10 44 - 1046 erg uoc-1.
(e) About 40 clusters of gal axies, with 2-10 koV
X-ray luminocitie p in the range :from about 1043
to about 1046 erg scc-1.
Active galaxies were found to have exceedingly
bright nuclei at all wavelengths. It is interest-
ing to note that in active galaxies and quasars
the X-ray and •y-ray luminosity may exceed the
luminosity at all other wavelengths. It was noted,
that the galactic nuclei are similar to quasars,
and it was suggested that quasars may be bare•
nuclei of active galaxies. Strong tomporal vari-
ations had boon observed in some active galaxies
and some quasars, with time scale ranging from
hours, to days, to years (see below).
Undoubt:04 , quasars and their close relatives,
active galactic nuclei, arc among the moot inter"-
eating and puzzling celestial objects. Basic to
any attempt at establishing their structure and
interpreting their behavior is some information on
the sizes and the masses of these objects.
Radio observations by moans of the Long Baseline
Intexforometer have placed an upper limit of
several times 10-4 arc sco to the angular dimen-
sions of some galactic nuclei.', With a typical
distance of ,about 10 Mpc., this angular size
,corresponds to a linear size on the order of
X 10 parsec.
1
Much more stringent upper limits were derived from
the terqvrol vArlotionis of the luminoulty, It
6001"D that one can hAfVIY AUGUM0 
that 
U10 time scale
of a variation cannot be umallor than the time of
travornol of light through the source. The upper
limit met by this condition will not be invalidated
by A possible rovcrbor,&tion of the radiation dov
to scateving In ties owdium surrounding the source,
an effect which can only longtbon the observed
time ficale and c1 ►uso 01) ovor-outim"tV of tho size
of 
the 
aourco.
The tartout variation pulalishrd ro far in a flare
exhibiti ► ,r) an orator of magnitude change of flux in
730 soc, Observed by tho CPA group on the Soyfort
galaxy IIGC4151 by munno of Uhuru (101. 69) , How.,
over, to measures Iijdocd to oven outAblJo ► the
exintonce of such a short ovont, in a very faint
source, in a voiy difficult task. (The authors
thanitiolven appear to have come doubts about the
reality of the offovt) . on the other hand, varla-
tionn with time nchlov on tho order of one day
appoar to by well QntnbliMied. Obnervatiorin, by
Monti Of Aticl 5, or 211 active golaxleti 
have d-
tectoa l amon(t a nurd)cr of variations with longer
timo noolov, Ono flare with a time ocalo of about
ono day in 149N 421 # and one uuddon increase of
flax, with a time ijoalo of about 1/2 day In the
quaoni 3C 273 (Ref, 66) , 1 1ho maximum wire com-
patible with this time scale in About, I.3 x10 15 cm,
i.e., Iona than 1/1000 
of 
one light year, a very
short, dimension indeed on a galactic scolo.
Fo­ an entimaLa of the m pnn of an acUvc4 nucleus
or a quonar we are on lams solid ground than for
the estimate of the size. The cimplost mothod is
I-AhAd on the criterion of the .1-Iddington limit
(Eq. 2) to the observed luminosity, In the case
of W 273, for examples Lx- 10 46 erg coc' l . By
that L 
x 
-c ry 
we 
obtain for the mans M
t 10W cyoation 11 ^ 10 5 M An I &lroady cautioned,
tii4 otraighVorward appTication of the Bddington
limit, to obtain a minimum value for the mass is a
risky procedure. Therefore this minimum valuel
might weldiffer, oven by an order of magnitude,
from that quoted Above. Nonetbalcas, it ia certain
that :u 273 (rnd undoubtedly the other quasars and
active nuclei as wall) have truly enormous masses.
That these manses are contained in as small volumes
an indtcatod by the occurrence of fast variations,justifies the wide spread belief that ydasars and
active nuclei may contain oupormassivo blaqh holes.
If this is so, the emission from these objects may
be powered by accretion to tilt) black bolos from
the surrounding matter.
Early in the history of X-ray astronomy clusters of
galaxies had emerged an a prominent class of extra-
galactic X-ray sources. I already.mentiono d that
X-ray observations played a prominent role in
establishing the physical nature of those systemsl
I noted that records (obtained by Uburu) bad shown
that the X-ray emitting regions in the Perseus and
Coma clusters extend through the volumes of the
clusters (Re.f. 21)• 1 also noted that obsorvationn(by means of the Ariel 5 satellite) had shown that
the X-radiation of the Perseus cluster originates
not from the individual galaxies but from a hotgas ( T - 107 _ 1() 8 K) filling the cluster's volume.
The latter result was establishod by the detection
of the same 7 koV spectral feature, due to line
emission of Fe XXIV-XXVI, which had been found in
the spectra of supernova remnants (Rof. 67). This
observation also proved that the gas in the clus-
ters is not primordial but, presumably, has been
processed in supernova explosions.
66 T11C DMUSD RADIATION
The diffuse radiations Already datactod in the
early rocket fUghtoo was investigated more
thoroughly by means of PAtalliten,
Ono Important result was that below I or 2 h*V
this radiation in very patchy and tharafore, pre-
numbly, of valsetWori tiin (porh*pV Arising from
the rosiduca of very old supernova cloudo), At
higher photon anorgion, instead, the background
DplWarn to be iffoLropio, it strong argument In
favor of its extragalactic origin,
clearlyo what I#; soon an a diffuse radiation by
Any given instrument, ArINOG, in part at laastj
from faint sources which arc not ranolved by that
particular Instrument. The question re-mains
whether all of the diffuse extragalactic radiation
can be accounted for in this manners or whether
a AubDtantihl fraction of it originater, in the
space betwoon galaxion. In the latter vacate the
mook likoly production process is thermal brems-
kitrahlung by a hot gas milling Jntorgalactic
space. An answer to this question in of great
COUDY)IOgical oignificance, for the total mans of
the necessary goo may come near to the mass needed
to "clove" the Univorsep Loop to prevent the
Universe from expanding indefinitely.
Results bearing on the problem of the nature of
the diffuse radiation have been obtained from
spectral measurements by means of the satallito
IMAO-1 Olaf. 00) . Important data have also been
produced recently by the Linutoin telescope. By
-vxru v 01 its high sonuitivity, this instrument
is capable of detecting much fainter X-ray mourcan
than had Inen observed bofore, thoroby pushing
further down the upper intensity limit of dis-
crete mourcou whose cumulative affect is undio-
tinquiohablo from a true diffuse radiation.
0
0 0
Summing up, we find that observations with counter-
equipped rockoto and satellites have provided a
solution, rather complato in Ito essential features
of the problem concerning the nature and the mode
of operation of X-ray stars. much remains to be
done to fill in irportant details; one may antici
-pato that collimated counters will continue tobe the basic tool for those investigations,
The counter technique has played an essential role
in the dovolopmonL pf X-ray astronomy not only in
the study of X-ray titers, but also in the study of
X-rays from other sources (X-rays from supernova
remnants, from "known" galaotic objecto f from
extragalactic sources diffuse X-rays). floweverf
in connection with many important observational
problems encountered in this latter field, the
grazing- ii;oidence telescope, with its high,sen-
sitivity, its fine angular resolving power and
its image-forming capability offers opportunities
unmatched by other instruments. Therefore, as far
as this aspect of X-ray astronomy is concerned, a
detailed discussion of early results, stopping
short of the recent observations by means of the
Einstein telescope, would be rather pointless.
Since a presentation of Einstein's data is not
part of my at* iqnment, I shall stop- at this point.,
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included are the Air Force sponsored satellites
nor the USSR satellites). Satellites marked with
a star were devoted entirely to X-ray astronomy.
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Spacecraft Launch rate Organization principal Investigators ar,d nomex
other parti.cipewitu
SAS-1 Dec. 12, 1970 NASA R. Giacconi (American Science
Where) and Engineering)
OSO-7 Sept. 29, 1971 NASA G. Clark, H. Bradt, #t. Sohnopper,
(Orbiting W. Lewin (Center for Space Research
Solar Obgory-" Massachusetts Institute of
atory No.7) Technology)
Orbiting Act:ro- Aug.	 21,	 1972 NASA R. Boyd	 (University College,
nomical Obsor- London)
vatory C
(Copernicus)
Astronomical Aug. 30,
	
1974 Netherland A. Brinkman (Space Research Lab.,
Netherland Agency for Utrecht); It. 6ursky
	
(Center for
Satclli.te No.1 Aerospace Astrophysics, Harvard University);
(ANS-1) and NASA It. Schnoppor (Centex for Space
Research, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology)
*U.K.	 5 Oct. 15, 1974 U.K. Science R. Boyd (University College,
(Arid b) Research London), H. Elliot (Imperial
Council and College); K. Pounds (University
NASA of Leicester); S. Holt (Goddard
Space flight Center)
*SAS-3 May 7, 1975 NASA G. Clark, H. Bradt, 11. Schnopper,
S. Rappaport, W. Lewin (Center for
Space Research, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology)
OSO-B dune 21, 1975 NASA E. Boldt (Goddard Space Flight
(Orbiting Center), W. Kraushaar (University
Solar Obser- of Wisconsin); R. Novick (Astro-
vatory No.8) physics Laboratory, Columbia
University),
High Energy Aug. 12,	 1977 NASA H.'Friedman (Naval Research Labora-
Astronomical tory); E. Boldt,	 (GSFC)	 and G.
Observatory Garmire (Caltech) jointly; H.
No-1	 (HEAD-1) Gursky (CFA) and H. Bradt (MIT)
jointly; L. Peterson (U. of Calif.,
S. Diego) and,W. Lewin (MIT)
jointly
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Spacecraft Launch data Organization Principal Invastigators and game
other participants
*Nigh tnargy Nov, 13, 1978 NASI• R.'Giacconi	 (Cantor for Astrophysics,
Astronomical Harvard University); G. Clark
Satellite No.2 (Center for Space Research,
(11VAO- 2 0 Mansachusotts Institute of
rinntcin) Techno3ogy)' B. Doldt (Goddard
Space flight Cantor); R. Novick
(Astrophysics. Lab., Columbia
University); H. Tananbaum, Center
for Astrophysics, Harvard University)
COR.SA -n Feb.	 21,	 1979 Inst. Space M, Oda (University of Tokyo)
(Nakucho) Aaron. Sci.,
U. of Tokyo
# U.N..	 6 dune 2, 1979 U.K. Science R. Boyd (University Collcge,
(Ariel 6)' Research London)
council K. Pounds (University of Leicester)
TABLE 2
Proportion of Sonia High-mass X-ray Binaries
T =pulsation period; T = orbital period, d w approximate distance;
Lx m approximate x-ray luminosity (-2 to -10 keV); L.	 approximate ratio
of x-ray to optical luminosity (Ref. 43).
Companion
Spectral T	 (sec) T(days) axsini/Ro f /M0 d(kpc) Lx(erg/s) Lx/Lo
type
Can X-3
401119-60 0 giant 4.84 2.087 17.15 15.5 ti 8 ti 10 37 "0.05
Her X-1
401656+35 F 1.24 1.700 5.69 0.85 ti 5 ti 1037 N30
Vela X-1
48.40 'U 1 "2x1036 "3.x10_3400900-40 B supergiant= 283 8.966 18.93
SMC X-1
4UO115-73 1 F► supergiant .714 (	 3.892 23.04 10.84 'L 65 "6x1038 vl.2
4U1538-52 iB pupergiant 529 3.73 23.79 13.0 ti 7. "4xl., '0.01
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TABLE 3
NJSh-mass X-ray Translents (Rat.. 43)
9
A1111!»G1 AWS+26 4UO1154,63
Data Dec. 1974 April 1975 Dec, 1977
Seven further outbursts Previous outburst
from 4/75 to 4/7G in	 071
Optical 13a star.
	 7 Be star reddened
Object B star
Pulsation 405 104 3.61
period	 (sec)
Orbital 7 months? 24d
period
Lx/Lo ti 2 0.1 ti 2
r
TABLE 4
Low-mass X-ray Transients
0
AOG20-00 A1524-G1 H1705-25 301908-00
(Monoceros Nova) (TriAng. Austr. Nova) (Nova 4phiuchi) (Aquila.Xrl) Can X-4
Date August 1975 November 1974 Fall 1977 recurrent; July 1969
Previous outburst ti once a year May 1979
(optical)
	 1917
Max, X-ray = 50 Crab 2 Crab = 3 Crab z Crab z 35 Crab
Intensity _	 4 Crab
LX/Lopt n+ 150 'y 200 ro 100 ti 500 N 40
at Max. (Ref.
	 69) (Ref.	 69) (Ref. 70) (Ref.	 50)
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Figure 1. Photograph of tho region of the sky containing Sco X-1, reproduced
from t}to Palomar Sky Survey print, The X-ray source wan found to
lie in on(% or the other of tiro two rectangles (1 1 x 2 1
 in size► ) .
11he optical counterpart of Fic•o X-1 (arrow) is a 13th magnitudo
Object. (Roo. 6) .
Figure 2. sc:iantific payload of Uhuru (Rot. 71).
Figure 3. The X- ray mete ► of the nky, in the range of photon enargi.es
2 to 6 koV, according to the fourth Uhuru catalogue. (Rof, 20).
Figure 4. Doppler curve of a spoctral line of thv nuporgJitn't 11f;1:426060, the
optical counte ,spart• or Cyg X-1 (Her. 32) .
Figure S. Cen X-3 obvervationnl da ta showing the Dopplor, affect, on the
pulsations and tine Ocl* sai r,cte'toxt (Ret. 34).
pigu;,c 6. Pulse profiles of nine* pulr.ing X-ray sibro. The pulsation perjods
are indicated (Rof, 72).
Figure 7. Values of the neutron star miss derived front mciasuromants on five
high-mass X-ray hinarien and one pulsar. 	 (Ref. 45).
Figure S. orbits of noutro.0 stars in seven high-mass X-ray binaries (schematic).
amasses of the non-degenerate partners are indicated) 4U0115-63 is a
transient	 (Ref. 45).
Figure 0, The Roche lobes of a high-mane X-ray binary. b is the inner
Lagrangian point; the vx.7ss indicates the center of mass of the
system (Ref. 73).
Figure 10. (a) optical identification of the high-mass X-ray binittry GX301-2;
parallelogram ► error box from measurements; of Uhuru; ;larger circler
preliminary SAS-3 error box; smaller cirdle: final SA15-3 error box;
is ` the optical .partner is the bright star at the center of the SAS-3
circles.
(b) optical identification of the bulgo-type source 25'1627-673; the
optical partner is the faint "peculiar" star No. 4'within the SAS-3
error circle; all other stars within this circle Piave the appearance
of "ordinary" stars (Refs. 74, 75, 76).
Figure 11, optical observation of the X-ray transient Can X-4; (a) faint optical
object detocted before the X-ray outburst; (b) bright optical object
observed after the X-ray outburst 	 (Ref. 50).
Figure 12. Eight typical sequences of bursts from the Rapid Burster (Ref. 57).
Figure 13. Simultaneous X-ray and optical bursts from a low-mass X-ray binary
(the object at the center of the white circle; Ref. 61).
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